Book types excluded from Elgar Online – 2014 copyright year

Elgar Online has been designed for academic libraries. To make it easy to manage alongside current library acquisition processes we ensure that all of our new original scholarly books are included in one of the four major subject collections.

Libraries that purchase the 2014 collections can be confident that they are receiving and making available to their patrons all of our monographs, handbooks and scholarly reference including dictionaries, encyclopaedia and companions – ahead of the print books.

For 2014 there are just two categories of books that are excluded from Elgar Online

1. Textbooks

This is due to the different business model for textbook publishing. This category includes the Elgar Advanced Introductions series.

Please contact us if you would like a list of textbooks to be published in 2014.

2. Research Collections or collected works

Otherwise known as ‘Anthologies’ of previously published papers, or ‘Major Works’. We do not have the required rights to publish these works in full electronically.

Research Collections include the following series and book titles in 2014

Law

- ‘International Law’ (INTLAW)
- ‘Human Rights Law’ (HRL)
- Private International Law’ (PIL)
- ‘Constitutional Law’ (CONSTLAW)
- ‘Economic Approaches to Law’ (EAL)
- ‘The International Library of Law and the Environment’ (ILENV)

Economics and Business and other Social Science

- ‘The International Library of Critical Writings in Economics’ (ILCWE)
- ‘Economic Approaches to Law’ (EAL)
- ‘Globalization of the World Economy’ (GIWE)
- ‘The International Library of Studies on Migration’ (ILSM)
- ‘Critical Perspectives on the Global Trading System and the WTO’ (CPGTSWTO)
• ‘The International Library of Entrepreneurship’ (ILE)
• ‘The International Library of Critical Writings on Business and Management’ (ILCWB)

**General series**

• ‘Stand-Alone Research Collections’

**Individual titles (collected works of a renowned scholars)**

• *Entrepreneurship as Organising*, William Gartner
• *The Power of Evolutionary Thinking in Economics*, Ulrich Witt

Please contact us if you have any questions or require book title lists for Elgaronline
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